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USS Silverwing 
Newsletter Issue # 6 

© copyright 2022 by Jeff 

Wilcox. This is an amateur 

club newsletter for  the       

USS Silverwing, a chapter of 

the national level fan 

association known as  

Starfleet Command Quadrant 

1.  

We are fans of science fiction 

in general and the Star Trek 

series in particular. Copies of 

this newsletter are free for 

the asking, and can be gotten 

from the club website:  

www.starfleet-command.com 

Once there, go to the right to 

the “More’ icon – click – and 

in the drop down menu click  

“News”. The newsletter for 

this club chapter is there, plus 

others from other chapters 

(PDF files). All of them are 

free for download. Enjoy. 

This editor encourages all 

readers here to contribute to 

upcoming issues – letters of 

comment, art, news, fan 

fiction stories, etc.  
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From the Pilot’s Seat: 

                                 For Those who 

haven’t noticed, the last half year has seen changes at 

Starfleet. Positions and practices in the 

organization/club have been made different; members 

who didn’t agree with those changes became angry and 

either dropped out all together or went independent. 

And most of those who left were the newer active 

members in the club (mostly based around the eastern 

side of our country).  

   It’s too bad that people don’t always agree. It leaves a 

hole in the club structure that was better filled with 

active members doing their favorite activities and 

sharing them in a social setting. But, such things have 

happened before. After all, Starfleet Command 

Quadrant One has been around since 1974. It’s had its 

share of ups and downs; members won and members lost. It’s only a matter of time when the club 

will be on an incline again.  

   Maybe Starfleet and its member are already on an incline. We now have five new versions of 

Star Trek to deal with. “Back in the Day”, when ST: The Next Generation also saw a theatrical 

version of Trek come out, an army of new fans entering into this fandom. It will be fun to see what 

new people and activities we can dig into as our numbers swell into.  

[[Side Note:]] 

   In the turmoil that stirred Starfleet around, what does it mean for the USS Silverwing? Not 

much. When things were good here in western New York State, I had regular Zoom meetings to 

attend (if I couldn’t be physically at a meeting, being face-to face on my computer screen). And 

now those Zoom meetings are gone. I miss them; but it’s not a disaster. The fan activity will come 

back. And in the turmoil that did happen, I am not taking sides. I know enough to stay clear of that 

situation. And that the best I can do is to continue to do the fan activity that keeps me going.  

         

 

On to more productive topics: With some of my fan activity drying up at Starfleet, I 

found a couple of other directions to advance in. For instance, on Facebook, a Trek group that’s 

been gaining speed is Star Trek Family. Not only have their members (myself included) 

increasingly added posts on Facebook, but also added those Zoom meetings I’ve been missing. 

(No, I’m not trying to pull Starfleet members away from the club; I’m adding fan activity to our fan 

base – there’s plenty of activity with our hobby to go around).     
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Video Streaming Services:  Well, this next bit is off-topic. It’s not about Star 

Trek or science fiction in general. But since a lot of our activity is based around video and movie 

presentations of our favorite characters, this next topic might be helpful.  

   I’ve been checking into video streaming services lately. My wife and I just got our latest cable TV 

bill, and it was $178.90. They upped our bill again!! That’s ridiculous!!!! So, I went looking for a 

better situation.  

  First off, we canceled our cable TV, while still retaining the Internet connection.  And we were 

already getting Netflix at this time (a gift card from last Christmas). We wanted to keep that. Gray’s 

Anatomy TV series is on Netflix (had to hold on to that), plus all the nice movies and other TV 

programs. And I considered BritBox, as a number of the British TV series are on that. Cost of that 

is $6.99 a month. Trouble is though, without actually joining up on that service I don’t know if 

BritBox features the current episodes of the series I would like to see. Doctor Who? I can get the 

older episodes in a number of different areas (recently, I saw the second Doctor actor Patrick 

Troughton”s “War Games” serial on Youtube; and this morning caught fourth Doctor Tom 

Baker’s “Destiny of the Daleks” on PlutoTV). And there’s a similar case for other series that I 

might like to check out. I guess I’ll wait on this service.  

     Next, I looked around for anything I could add to the above mix. An important website for free 

streaming services is the following:  vpnoverview.com/unblocking/streaming/free-movie-streaming-

sites/  This website has 40 free streaming services listed. There’s a short description of each 

service, with a mention with the sites Pros & Cons. I found this website very helpful, especially 

because some streaming service are illegal (some of those guys must be Ferengi). And how does a 

free streaming get their operating money – advertising, of course. 

                  

    peacockTV.com is looking good, from the little that I’ve seen. It can be seen for free, or $4.99 

for added Premium Programing (“…unlocks full seasons of exclusive original series, next-day TV 

hits, and can’t-miss LIVE sports matches….). I elected to do the free material, natch. This service 

(and the other services mentioned) have a wide range of older movies and TV series. If you’re into 

videos/movies then you will have plenty to watch here.  

tubiTV.com has a lot of promising material. Andromeda, Firefly, Buck Rogers, Starship Troopers 

1 to 3, Fairy Tail (anime), and many others. Tubi also has an extensive British TV section (though, 

none of Doctor Who, Blake’s Seven, The Prisoner, UFO, or any of the other sci fi series that us 

fans enjoy – big sigh).  

plutoTV.com , like the other services here PlutoTV has a wide assortment of material to watch. It 

does have an unusual feature though -- live streaming. Like all the services I’ve run across, 

PlutoTV has a number of departments with every interest (drama, comedy, horror, etc.). 
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Depending on the series watched, the time to start a new episode happens on the hour or half 

hour. I have already seen a few Doctor Who stories on this service’s Classic TV section. Only, the 

times are fixed and you get what they’re showing at the time. Weird. The service also has an “On 

Demand” section, but I haven’t checked it out yet.  

    Finally, a little more of archive.org. Some readers out there might not be familiar with this 

website. It features copy-right free/public domain material that anyone can use. And the material 

includes videos, books/magazines, audio files (which includes old-time radio shows & podcasts), 

and computers programs. There is something that needs to be mentioned – this website is so large 

that anyone who goes looking for something specific then they would have to go exploring. I do 

this on a semi-regular basis, and most times turn up something new.    
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Finally: The weather has finally decided it wants to be Springtime. Good, I am so over the 

cold weather. By the time you read this it will be the month of May, and Strange New Worlds will 

have started. With all the science fiction and fantasy material around these days, it does seem like a 

Renaissance for us fans. All of you out there in fandom, have yourselves a great Springtime and a 

great Summer.  

Ad Astra (“To the Stars”).  

                                         Ltjg. Jeff Wilcox (USS Silverwing) 

 

 


